will have to leave his lodging. He doesn't know where he will go then; he says he "will probably have to go back to the church, maybe somewhere on the corridor, or somewhere..." He spends around 80% of the money he has on food, though sometimes he has to buy a scarf or jacket if it's cold and pay for transport, if he is in too much pain to walk. He finds it "very hard to cope with that sort of money with so many needs." He chose the meeting place for the interview, a local café.
Observations made at the time record his struggles to stand up, to sit down and turn around, his slow movements indicative of back pain. Throughout the interview, Peter seemed very conscious of confidentiality issues; he stopped speaking whenever a waitress passed and looked suspiciously at a man who sat at an adjacent table. He didn't want his exact age or his country of origin recorded, asking that the latter be noted vaguely as 'Horn of Africa'.
Why a poem?
Peter was interviewed as part of a larger exploratory study looking at the diet of marginalised groups in the UK and comparing this to published literature on typical diets of the urban poor before the Welfare State. As I coded the transcripts in preparation for a more conventional qualitative write up, there was something about Peter's words that touched me. He was so matter of fact about how little he had, how hard he had to fight to survive and the toll this took upon his mental health. There was also something distinct about his expression, his choice of words. At first, I
called the poem 'Difficult Day', which I thought highlighted just how 'difficult' a difficult day could really be, when someone's typical day involves waking up and thinking… "…about where I get my next meal. If you wanted to know a typical day. Next meal, cause you wake up and have nothing, so you go out and can't pay, it's crazy life… It's not very healthy, you want to maybe, you know, maybe even not to be alive. You have that feeling of hopelessness…"
Making poetry using a transcript as raw material is known as 'found' poetry [2] or poetic transcription [3, 4] . This particular poem might not be very good, its language more forensic than lyrical perhaps [5] , but then it doesn't need to win literary prizes to raise consciousness of Peter's life. It is what Lahman and Richard would call "good enough" [6] poetry. I think it gives Peter back some of the power to represent himself, his story, even though I have chosen which words to remove from his sentences for aesthetic and interpretive reasons. The poem attempts to honour Peter's speech, his pauses, repetitions and idiom. [7] He is represented in this poem as a whole person, someone with whom we can empathise, rather than as a fragment of speech quoted 
A Laurel crown
The writings of Professor Laurel Richardson have been the greatest influence upon my own engagement with alternative ways to write about research. In Western scholarly tradition since the seventeenth century, Richardson explains, writing was artificially split into science and literature; the former associated with facts expressed in plan language, and the latter with rhetoric, subjectivity and fiction. [9] But writing, even science writing, can be said to involve what Barthes calls "ownership of the means of enunciation" [10] which phrasing evokes the radical ideas of Marx and thus highlights the idea that the deployment of language is a political act, not just a means of communication. All texts, whether a conventional scientific research paper or a poetic transcription, contain codes and in research writing, epistemological codesthose which attempt to reference something of 'reality' outside the text -tend to dominate, whereas in poetic writing epistemic codes are dormant. Instead, poetry is a form of representation that draws heavily upon "the silences and pauses of speech" [11] and as such seems more likely to evoke some kind of affective response in listeners and readers, opening up the representation of an experience like Peter's constant search for food to multiple interpretations. The onus is on the reader or listener to do the work of interpretation, to close the emotional distance, to put something of themselves on the line. In other words, it invites participation, empathy, the awakening of a sense of outrage at injustice, rather than the distanced reading invited by conventional research writing. D'Souza [12] writes of the Asian and Middle Eastern poet-saints, scholars she regards also as activists as we would understand the term today, who fell victim to colonisation and Enlightenment rationalism too, replicating the division Richardson perceives between poetry and scholarship, literature and science. In a context of widening inequality, I see a role for researchers who craft poetic representations of people and their lives that may function as advocacy in this tradition, helping to shape our moral characters [13, 14] through the amplification of a "testimony of rebellion" [15] composed of the challenging words of those who are socially and epistemically marginalised.
